
GMD review

We would like to thank both referees for their extensive analysis of our manuscript which we believe
helps a lot improving our paper. All the comments have been addressed and point by point response is
provided below each comment. Note that some slight changes were made in the manuscript in order to
improve its clarity, and are visible in the track changes. In the following, the reviewer initial comments
are written in black, our answer in blue and the corrections in the paper are highlighted in red. Line
references  for  modifications  correspond to  the initial  submitted version  of  the manuscript,  not  the
modified.

Reviewer 2 Kristoffer Aalstad

General comments
This  manuscript  presents  a  new  ensemble-based  snow  data  assimilation  framework,  Crocus-
Observations (CrocO), to assimilate observations into the Crocus snowpack model in a semi-distributed
geometry with a particle filter (PF). To address the issue of degeneracy, different variants of the PF are
tested in a series of synthetic experiments where spatially sparse observations of height of snow (HS)
or reflectance are assimilated for a massif (group of mountains) that is discretized into topographic
classes. The sparsity of observations is meant to mimic the real situation where in-situ HS observations
are usually only available for a handful of locations in a massif while clouds, shadows, and canopies
can cause spatial gaps in (useful) reflectance retrievals. The objective is to use the PF to propagate
information in space; i.e. to constrain the model ensemble not just in the observed classes, but also in
the unobserved classes. The issue, compared to a completely local approach (called rlocal), is that this
requires the assimilation of a larger number of observations which may trigger degeneracy. Through a
series of 16 synthetic scenarios the authors demonstrate that it is possible to achieve such a propagation
of information without degeneracy, both in the case of HS and reflectance assimilation, using either a
global PF with inflation (called global) or a PF that is localized based on background correlations
(called klocal). This work fits well within the scope of GMD, and it  is certainly of interest  to the
growing snow data assimilation community where the PF is gaining popularity. To my knowledge, it is
also the first snow data assimilation study to demonstrate how the PF could be used in a spatialized
context (non-local analyses) while avoiding degeneracy. The technical level of the work is also high
with  the  framework  being  built  up  to  eventually  be  run  for  operational  purposes  in  an  HPC
environment. I therefore recommend this paper for publication pending minor revisions with a few
technical concerns as outlined below.
The  authors  would  like  to  thank  Kristoffer  Aalstad  for  this  exhaustive  review.  We  believe  that
comments helped to improve the clarity of several essential  points (e.g.  the formulation of the PF
implementation, the statement of the degeneracy problem, and the non intuitive behavior of the PF in
case  of  negative  correlations).  Regarding  the  motivations,  and  methodology,  there  was  a  lack  of
justification for the choice of the PF over the EnKF and obviously, the question of the SCF, an essential
variable, was overlooked. Theoretical limitations of our work were shed to light, an issue which had to
be acknowledged,  even though we believe that  we agree on the fact  that  it  might not  be severely
detrimental to the applicability of our method. Finally, there were significant theoretical inputs on the
bases of the PF and on potential avenues. These contributions were beneficial to the authors much
beyond what will appear in the manuscript. The authors wanted to express their gratitude for this as
well.
Specific comments
L1 Consider changing "the snowpack" to just "snowpack" since not all snowpack properties are crucial.
Corrected
L2 Change "on the snowpack" to "on the state of the snowpack".



Corrected
L4 Change "inform on" to "provide information about".
Corrected
L5 Change "enables to estimate" to "enables the estimation of". It is not clear who or what is "enabled
to".
Corrected
L7 Consider changing "non observed" to "unobserved".
Thanks for the suggestion, changed throughout the text.
L10 Change "known" to "prone" and "a too large number of" to "too many".
Corrected
L34 It could be worth mentioning that higher resolution optical satellites (e.g. Landsat, Sentinel-2) are
better  able  to  resolve  fractional  snow  cover  at  the  MODIS  scale  (e.g.  Aalstad  et  al.,  2020,  and
references therein).
Thanks for this suggestion, this statement actually makes sense. Even though SCF is not the main focus
in this work, we for sure consider assimilating it in future work, and it is worth mentioning it. In order
not  to  loose  track  on  our  objectives  (i.e.  assimilating  reflectances),  we  propose  the  following
formulation, which acknowledges that SCF has more or less the same spatio-temporal limitations of
reflectance, and mention that it saturates for deep snowpack.
The higher resolution offered by products from Landsat or Sentinel-2 might be an avenue to this issue
(e.g. Masson et al., 2018; Aalstad et al., 2020) but at these resolution, reflectance retrievals are quite
noisy due to e.g. digital elevation model errors (Cluzet et al., 2020). Finally, note that pixel fractional
snow cover  (snow cover  fraction,  SCF)  can  be  accurately  retrieved  even  from noisy  reflectances
(Sirguey et  al.,  2009;  Aalstad  et  al.,  2020),  but  it  inherits  the  same spatio-temporal  limitations  as
reflectances.  SCF informativeness might also be limited in deep snowpack conditions (De Lannoy et
al., 2012).

L38 Change "enable to" to (e.g.) "enable us to".
The sentence was changed to:
Detailed  snowpack  models  are  the  only  ones  able  to  assess  avalanche  hazard  and  monitor  water
resources alike (Morin et al, 2020), but these applications are limited by their considerable errors and
uncertainties (Essery et al., 2013; Lafaysse et al., 2017).

L41 Change "enables to" to "lets us".
The sentence was changed to:
Indeed, data assimilation combines the spatial and temporal coverage of snowpack models with the
available information from observations in an optimal way.

L51-53 To be more precise I would suggest stating more explicitly that the two steps in the SIR PF
analysis are importance sampling of the (unnormalized) posterior, with the prior as the proposal (or
importance) density, followed by resampling to reduce the variance in the weights. In that way, it is
also easier to understand the origin of the name "SIR". van Leeuwen (2009), who is already cited,
explains these steps clearly for curious readers.
Thanks  for  this  nice  suggestion  for  improving  this  paragraph,  explaining  this  two-step  is  a  plus.
However,  as the referee understood, we are not familiar  with Bayesian terms such as “importance
sampling” and “proposal” and we are wondering whether using such terms would confuse readers
without a background in Bayesian theory. We propose an alternative formulation, keeping the spirit of
the  two-steps  and  the  term  of  “importance  sampling”,  and  helps  understanding  the  “Sequential
Importance Resampling” formulation.



The analysis of the  PF-SIR (later on "PF") works in two steps. In a first step, so-called "importance
sampling", the particles are weighted according to their distance to the observations (relative to the
observation errors). Then, a resampling of the particles is performed in order to reduce the variance in
the weights.

L55 When you say "i.e.. . . " I expected a brief definition or explanation of what degeneracy is. Instead
you state a consequence (or remedy) to degeneracy. It may be better to define degeneracy (as you do
later on L163), after which you can mention solutions.
We agree that the statement lacked rigor, it was reformulated. As this comment was separated in three
and  required  nested  modifications,  please  refer  to  the  whole  changes  at  the  bottom of  the  whole
comment.

Moreover, degeneracy is only mentioned in the context of assimilating a large number of observations;
which is  seemingly what you try and deal with in this  study. This problem can arise even in low
dimensional states and is often a result of the likelihood (and thus posterior) becoming more peaked
and harder to resolve with the available particles. An arguably broader issue that causes degeneracy
with the PF (and importance sampling in general) is the curse of dimensionality where the required
ensemble size (to avoid degeneracy) scales exponentially with the dimension of the state. This is also
discussed in the studies of Snyder et al. (2008); Bengtsson et al. (2008) that are already cited. I would
suggest introducing the curse of dimensionality explicitly, since it can help explain why one expects
that using a global (rather than local) PF algorithms, where the state space becomes much larger, is
quite difficult.
This is a very interesting input, as it sheds light on the reasons why we expect the localised approach to
be more suited to large scale problems, it was accounted for.

It is also surprising that the EnKF is barely mentioned, one of its strengths and the reason it is widely
used in many applications is that it is more robust to this curse.
We agree that further discussion was needed on the PF vs. EnKF. Indeed, the main reason why we
cannot  consider  using  the  EnKF  is  the  Lagrangian  formulation  of  our  model  which  makes  the
computation of ensemble mean and updates impractical . This is thoroughly explained in Charrois et al.
(2016) (already cited in the paper).  On the contrary,  as you say it  is  important to  state that while
applying the EnKF in spatialised application is quite easy, degeneracy/ curse of dimensionality are a
severe drawbacks for the PF.

The concerned paragraph and the previous one were therefore modified:
The Particle Filter with sequential importance resampling (PF-SIR, Gordon 1993; van Leeuwen 2009 is
a  Bayesian  ensemble  data  assimilation  technique  well  suited  to  snowpack modeling  (Dechant and
Moradkhani,  2011; Charrois et al.,  2016; Magnusson et  al.,  2017; Piazzi et al.,  2018; Larue et  al.,
2018). The PF-SIR is a sequential algorithm relying on an ensemble of model runs (particles) which
represents the forecast uncertainty. At each observation date, the prior (or background) composed of the
particles is evaluated against the observations. The analysis of the PF-SIR (later on "PF") works in two
steps. In a first step, so-called "importance sampling", the particles are weighted according to their
distance to the observations (relative to the observation errors). Then, a resampling of the particles is
performed in order to reduce the variance in the weights. The Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF, Evensen
2003), has also been widely used for snow cover data assimilation (e.g. Slater et al., 2006; De Lannoy
et al.,  2012; Magnusson et al.,  2014). However, the  PF is more adapted to models with a variable
number of numerical layers such as detailed snowpack models (Charrois et al., 2016).
The  PF could  be  used  in  a  spatialised context  to  propagate  the  information  from observation  as
suggested  by  Largeron  et  al.,  (2020) and  Winstral  et  al.,  (2019).  Contrary  to  the  EnKF,  such
applications are rare to date (e.g. Thirel et al., 2013; Baba et al., 2018; Cantet et al., 2019). Indeed,



spatialised data assimilation with the  PF is not straightforward because of the degeneracy issue, i.e.
only a few particles are replicated in the analysis, often resulting in a poor representation of the forecast
uncertainties.  Degeneracy can be mitigated by increasing the number of particles, but the required
population scales exponentially with the number of observations simultaneously assimilated (Snyder et
al., 2008). Furthermore, an accurate representation of spatial error statistics by the ensemble is essential
for the success of the assimilation system. To achieve that,  the required ensemble size also scales
exponentially with the system dimension, an issue known as the curse of dimensionality (Bengtsson,
2008). These issues are severe drawbacks when considering applications of the  PF on large domains
(i.e. implying a large number of observations and/or simulation points) with a reasonable number of
particles (Stigter et al., 2017).

L60 While it is probably true that observation error variances are often underestimated, it is (in terms of
Bayes’ rule) strictly speaking incoherent to keep inflating these variances outside of certain frameworks
such as likelihood tempering (see van Leeuwen et al., 2019, and references therein). Tempering of the
likelihood  explains  the  coherency  of  the  ensemble  smoother  with  multiple  data  assimilation  (ES-
MDA), used in Aalstad et al. (2018) for snow DA, which also inflates the observation error covariance
matrix. It is not necessarily a big problem that the use of inflation here is incoherent, but the fact that it
is a heuristic approach should be mentioned explicitly and potential solutions such as tempering could
be proposed.
Thank you for the very interesting input on tempering methods. We didn’t realize that Aalstad et al.,
(2018) was performing inflation, which we interpret as conceptually closer to the tempering presented
in van Leeuwen et al., (2019) than to our approach. Our understanding of this literature and of the
present  comments  is  that  tempering mitigates  sampling issues  but  does  not  alter  the extraction of
information  from  observations  since  tempering/inflation  coefficients  sum  to  one.  In  contrary,  our
method does, and is therefore theoretically sub-optimal if not inconsistent. As you say, the inflation
method we propose, as introduced by Larue et al., (2018) is a heuristic method aiming at mitigating
mis-specified  observation  and  representativeness  errors.  We  acknowledge  that  this  fact  is  worth
underlining here (see changes). Meanwhile, we understand that tempering might be suited to tackle
badly specified observation errors, but not in its present form. This is for sure an interesting lead to
investigate. The following change is proposed for lines 58-62:
Several solutions exist to tackle the PF degeneracy. A first approach is to inflate the observation errors
in the PF. The tolerance of the PF is increased, leading to more particles being replicated. This heuristic
approach  is  based  on  the  fact  that  observation  error  statistics  (including  sensor,  retrieval  and
representativeness  errors)  are  usually  poorly  known and  underestimated.  It  can  also  be  used  as  a
safeguard to prevent the PF to degenerate on specific dates, when observations are not compatible with
the ensemble. PF inflation was successfully implemented in point scale simulations of the snowpack
(Larue et al., 2018).
see also change line 168 of the manuscript:
A first approach to mitigate degeneracy is to use inflation. This heuristic method iteratively...

L69 Change "It makes" to "This makes".
Corrected
L79 Change "operationally used" to "used operationally".
Corrected
L81 Change "enables to" to "enables us to".
Corrected
L91 Change "reflectance" to "reflectance observations".
Corrected
L95 Change "Following" to "Subsequently".
Corrected



L101 Change "the model into" to "the model for".
Corrected
L102 Change "enables to" to "enables us to".
Corrected
L112 Change "enabling to represent the snowpack coupling" to "coupling the snowpack with".
Corrected
L117 Change "This way," to "As such,".
Corrected
L140 In general I would suggest to put the hat just above the variable and not the sub/superscript.
Similarly, I don’t think sub/superscripts should be in bold since b ib rather than they are not matrices or
vectors. That means (for example) using x*** x b and X b rather than X b . This is a recurring issue
throughout the math in the text. To conform with usual DA notation it might be better to not use a hat
for the state (i.e. just x) and instead use a hat for the predicted observations (x or better yet y)
Thanks for this rigorous input which has been accounted for in the revised manuscript.
L146 Remove "supposed" since you state the independence assumption in the
ensuing brackets.
Corrected
L148 Change "type of variable of observation" to "type of observation".
Corrected
L165 I didn’t see N ef f defined or even mentioned in Doucet et al. (2001), but maybe I missed it.
Thanks for pointing this citation error. Correct reference is: Doucet, A.: On sequential simulation-based
methods for Bayesian filtering, Tech. Rep., 1998, but it is not peer-reviewed, so we opted for Liu and
Chen (1995)
L168 Change "sample population" (a mix of distinct terms) to "effective sample size".
Corrected
L175 Change "inspired on" to "inspired by".
Corrected
L180  Change  "observations  simultaneously  assimilated"  to  "observations  that  are  simultaneously
assimilated".
Corrected
L195&L201 I don’t really follow the procedure here. First you say reflectance is not defined when
there is no snow, then you say it is set to 0.2 for snow-free ground. Which is it? Are the bare ground
reflectance  values  set  as  undefined  or  actually  considered?  I  would  expect  the  residuals  to  also
contribute important information in the assimilation also in the cases that an observation or particle is
bare as opposed to snow-covered.
Thanks  for  this  interesting  remark  which  underlines  the  strong link  between reflectance  and  SCF
assimilation.  We completely agree on the fact  that  snow/no snow holds  precious  information.  Our
choice was to not comment this question too much in order to focus on reflectances, but we agree it
deserves clarifications. L.195 explains that TARTES optical scheme only provides snow reflectance
(i.e. not a surface reflectance of a mixed soil-snow surface): this variable is not defined in the absence
of snow. Some members being “undefined” is problematic for the PF. Conversely, in the observations,
“no-snow” is an information, contrary to “no observation”. For this reason, in  L201-202 we force a
default value in the computation of the weights. By putting a reflectance of 0.2, (which corresponds to
the bare soil broadband albedo in ISBA) in the unmasked snow-free synthetic observations and snow-
free members, we extract this binary information in a very rough way. Ideally, future work should
jointly assimilate reflectance and SCF in order to better leverage this information.
According to  this  explanation,  Sec.  2.3.3 was expanded (the fact  that  reflectance  observations  are
bounded was dropped):
Assimilating reflectance with the  PF requires some adaptations. In Crocus,  TARTES optical scheme
(see Sec. 2.2.1) only provides snow reflectance, not all-surface reflectance: no value for the surface



reflectance is issued in the absence of snow. Conversely, the weights of the particles are not defined in
Eq.  2  if  the  members  are  snow-free.  These  issues  were  roughly  accommodated  by  setting  the
reflectances of snow-free members and observations to 0.2 (the value of bare soil broadband albedo in
ISBA model) in the PF Eq. 2 (Sec. 2.2.3).

L196 Why are negative background correlations  considered "significant"? If  the prior ensemble is
negatively  correlated  between  the  analysis  point  and  the  observed  point  then  surely  the  residuals
(innovations) in the observed point should not necessarily be expected to carry over to the hypothetical
residual at the analysis point? Is the reasoning that the hypothetical residual at the analysis point is in
the perfectly negatively correlated case equal to minus the innovation at the observed point and that
only the square of the innovation matters with a diagonal R?
Thanks for pointing the question of negative correlations.  We are not sure to fully  understand the
question,  so we try to answer but we might have missed something. Negative correlations can be
physically sound. Consider HS and two points separated by the rain-snow line during a rain-on-snow
event, an ensemble built by perturbations on the precipitation rates, and an observation available after
the  precipitation  event.  In  the  snowy  (rainy)  point,  the  members  with  the  highest  solid  (liquid)
precipitation will see their HS increase (decrease), resulting in a negative ensemble correlation between
the HS of the two points. Now consider that only the HS of the snowy point is observed, and that the
ensemble underestimated HS: it is likely that precipitation rates were underestimated at both locations:
HS  is  likely  overestimated  in  the  rainy  point.  The  PF  will  select  the  members  with  the  highest
precipitation  rates  at  the  snowy point,  but  this  information  is  also  valid  for  the  rainy  point,  and
therefore this information should be transferred by using the same PF sample there.
The correspond item was therefore modified:
\item $\lvert \mathbf{B}_{\bm{v}}(n,p) \rvert >0.3$. If the absolute correlation is low, it is likely that
there  is  a  poor  potential  for  the  distant  observation  to  constrain  the  ensemble  locally.  In  such  a
situation, it is better to reject the observation from the local analysis. Negative ensemble correlations
can be physically sound, e.g. after a rain-on-snow event between the HS of two points separated by the
rain-snow  line.  In  such  a  situation,  an  HS observation  on  either  point  can  hold  information  on
precipitation rates at both locations. At the observed location, the PF will select the members with the
most appropriate precipitation rates. This sample is likely to perform well at both locations, so it can be
used to constrain the unobserved location.

Also, perhaps use another term then "significant" which unfortunately still has strong statistical (null
hypothesis significance testing) connotations.
Thanks for this remark, this was modified throughout the text.

L205 Change "openloop" to "open-loop".
Corrected (multiple changes).
L206 The sentence "These observations allow to mimic real observations with a perfect knowledge of
the true state" can easily be misunderstood to mean that real observations capture the true state. If
anything, perfect observations are quite unrealistic and do not perfectly mimic reality at all. The fact
that observations are not perfect is central to the Bayesian origins of ensemble-based DA in general and
particle filtering in particular. With perfect observations DA just becomes an optimization problem.
Ironically, you would end up with a sure-thing hypothesis (Jaynes, 2003; Schöniger et al., 2015), your
likelihood would be a Dirac-delta function, and your particle weights would be nonsensical. In practice
you do use a non-zero σ k 2 in the analysis so this doesn’t happen, but it is inconsistent to not perturb
your synthetic observations.
Thanks for his thorough remark. Despite this is  mentioned on L209, we acknowledge that the fact that
we don’t corrupt the observations should be pointed out more clearly as a limit of our methodological



study compared to the literature (e.g. Durand et al., 2006) despite recent studies did not do so either
(e.g. Charrois et al., 2016). We are actually conscious of this limitation, and a recent study has been
submitted (Revuelto et al., submitted) in which we assimilate  synthetic corrupted observations at the
point scale. In our situation we did not corrupt the observations because little is known about the spatial
structure of errors of reflectance (e.g. Cluzet et al., 2020): we know that assuming independent errors
(i.e. diagonal R) is a very rough approximation of the reality which has strong consequences on the
propagation  of  information.  Corrupting  the  observations  with  such  random  structures  would  be
theoretically more consistent, but would not yield much more insight on the potential for information
from real observations to be spatially propagated as real spatial correlation of observation errors might
be very different from this hypothesis. Future efforts should concentrate in better characterizing these
spatial structures of errors. Consistently, the following sentence was modified:
Synthetic observations are extracted from a model run and assimilated without adding any noise. These
observations mimic...
and a paragraph was added in the end of Sec. 5.2:
Regarding the observations, our study has some methodological limits, however. Observation errors are
very roughly prescribed, and the assimilated observations are not corrupted as usually done in synthetic
experiments (e.g. Durand et al.,  2006). These choices were motivated by the fact that very little is
known about the spatial correlation of reflectance observation errors in the semi-distributed setting (e.g.
Cluzet et  al.,  2020).  In a recently submitted paper,  the impact of random and systematic errors of
reflectance observations on point-scale assimilation experiments is thoroughly investigated (Revuelto
et al., 2021). Efforts to better characterize these observation errors should be conducted in future work

L207 Change "It allows" to "This allows us to". Linked to previous comment.
Corrected

L223 I guess by integral you really mean average? It is hard to imagine what the integral of SWE over
time would represent physically unless it is normalized by the time period you are integrating over.
Indeed we computed the time integral, for the sake of computational simplicity, not the average.  There
is only a proportionality factor between the integral and the average, so SWE percentiles correspond to
average  SWE  percentiles.  We  propose  to  simplify  the  statement  by  replacing  the  “integral”  by
“average”, which makes it more sound, and does not change anything to the idea.
Changed “integral” to “average”

L224 On a first reading it was not clear why you extract percentiles of the open-loop ensemble to be
used as synthetic observations. Perhaps you could make it clearer that you are effectively independently
considering several different synthetic truth scenarios rather than a single truth run?
Thanks for pointing out this lack of clarity. The following sentence was added on L225:
...e.g. 2014_p80). This method enables us to evaluate the efficiency of data assimilation experiments
under contrasted snow condition scenarios. Before any assimilation experiment...

Also, after you have extracted these different synthetic truth runs, what is in the way of perturbing the
observed variables in these (for each scenario) to generate synthetic observations as is usually done in
twin experiments? This would allow for a more realistic evaluation, since real observations are noisy
and  you  would  still  have  access  to  the  synthetic  true  SWE  (unobserved)  that  you  use  in  your
evaluation?
See previous answer to comment from L206.
L230 Change "date" to "dates".
Corrected
L233 Change "is set" to "are set".
Corrected



L235 Change "uses only" to "only uses".
Corrected
L247-265 When you compute your evaluation metrics you are using the corresponding truth not the
corresponding (non-existent) observations. Your entire evaluation is based on how CrocO performs in
terms of estimating the (unobserved) true SWE. As such, I suggest changing o c,t to T c,t (T for truth,
or something similar) and similarly for O c,t to make this clearer. Alternatively, you could be more
explicit that all your evaluation is SWE-based and instead use notation like SW E m,c,t for the SWE
ensemble and SW E ?c,t for the true SWE in a given scenario?
Thanks for this nice suggestion. We opted for the first option, substituting o_{c,t by \tau_{c,t}. (see
changes).
L250 I suggest calling this the absolute error of the (ensemble) mean (AEM), to avoid confusion with
the (ensemble) mean absolute error (MAE).
Thanks for this comment. We opted for the AEM name, which is unambiguous. Modifications were
performed accordingly (including Fig. 3.)
For the caption of Figure 3, and when discussing this Figure (around L281) you call "AE" the RMSE
which is incorrect. Judging by Fig.3a the RMSE would be considerably larger for the open-loop than
for any of the analyses.
Thanks for this comment. We actually forgot to replace RMSE by AE (AEM) in the text, thanks for
pointing this out !
L264 This could be understood to mean that this is Eq .8 in Hersbach (2000),which it is not, and it is
unusual to enumerate an equation (your Eq. 8) before it is presented on the next line. Furthermore, I
couldn’t find such an equation in Hersbach (2000), the closest I could find was his Eq. 39 which had an
extra uncertainty term and a sign reversal for the "Resol" term. Could you explain the discrepancy?
Thanks for pointing this out. There was an error in the reference, the appropriate one being Candille et
al., 2015. While the interpretation of the Reli term is unambiguous, interpretation of the Resol term is
more controversial (P. de Mey and G. Candille, personal communication). This is why we didn’t focus
on the Resol term. Recent publication from Leutbecher et al., (2020) might help understanding Resol
for curious readers.

L277 Change "well representative" to just "representative".
Corrected
L292 Change "contrasted" to "contrasting".
Corrected
L294 Change "as for HS" to just "for HS"?
, we actually mean that for band4, spatial correlation patterns are similar to those of HS.
We replaced “as for HS” by “Similar results are obtained for HS.”

L296 Again consider using another word than significant.
Corrected
Furthermore, are high background correlations that surprising given that, for a given ensemble member,
you use the same multiphysics (M i ) and forcing perturbations (F i ) across the entire (semidistributed)
domain?  Isn’t  this  mainly  an  indication  that  the  SAFRAN forcing  is  quite  spatially  homogeneous
(L128)?
Thanks for this remark. Indeed, intrinsic correlations come from the forcing variables and ESCROC
members  and, this  point  is  actually  discussed in  Sec 5.3 of the manuscript.  Nevertheless  Fig.4a-b
actually shows that despite same Mi and Fi are applied across the entire domain, some locations are
completely decorrelated due to the combination of strong vertical gradients and some highly non-linear
processes.
We amended L412 of  the manuscript  to  also mention that  ESCROC members  were also  spatially
constant:



Strong Band 4 correlations might be due to the spatially homogeneous perturbations of LAP fluxes
used to force the simulations (see Sec. 2.2.2), a key driver of this variable, and because the same snow
model  configuration  is  applied  for  a  given member  across  the  simulation  domain.  Several  studies
suggest...

Moreover, this comment points out a lack of interpretation of these background correlations in our
manuscript. In line with our answer to comment 8 of Reviewer 1, physical interpretation of the Band 5
background  correlations  evidenced  in  Fig.  4b  is  a  bit  more  complex  than  for  Band  4  and  HS.
Differential metamorphism can happen between the opposite sides of a mountain (because of different
illumination conditions), or similarly, across the rain snow line, resulting in a de-correlation of band 5
reflectances. Details on these processes were added throughout sections 5.2 and 5.3, and we suggest to
refer to the track-change.
See track change in Secs. 5.2 and 5.3

L301 Change "launched" to "conducted". In general, I would suggest referring to the SWE percentile-
based sets  of  observations as "synthetic  observation scenarios"  rather  than "synthetic  members"  to
avoid confusion with the ensemble members.
Corrected, thanks for this suggestion.
L319 There are many examples in the literature of fractional snow-covered area (fSCA), which is
retrieved from reflectance, constraining bulk variables like SWE quite well.
We agree and following your suggestion, several significant changes been made throughout the text
(introduction discussion and conclusions, see in particular the answer to L.34, L. 391, L470. We hope
these corrections are enough. Here, for the sake of clarity, we propose to correct to:
“raw reflectance products”

HS observations are also often not representative of the model scale.
This  is  an  important  point  on  which  we  completely  agree,  but  we  do  not  aim  at  discussing  HS
assimilation too much as the main focus of this study is reflectance.

L320 Change "all other things equal" to "all other things being equal". Perhaps make it clearer that you
are not jointly assimilating HS and reflectance in this experiment.
Thanks for this suggestion. The sentence was changed to:
In order to assess this difference, we conduct assimilation of reflectance only, in the same setup as in
Sec. 4.2.1}, all other things being equal.

L324 Change "well represent" to "properly represent". Also on the next line use (e.g.) "marked" instead
of "significant".
Corrected
L327 Change "with respect to" to "compared to".
Corrected
L330 Why is "Skill" capitalized?
Corrected
L350 I would recommend switching "a right probability" to "the right frequency". Paraphrasing the
discussion from the bottom of page 564 in Hersbach (2000): for the (average) CRPS, the reliability is
similar to the rank histogram which can show if the frequency that the truth has a certain rank in the
ensemble is equal for all ranks. In applications Bayesian (rather than frequentist) inference, which is
what  the  PF  is  used  for,  there  is  an  important  distinction  between  the  concept  of  frequency  and
probability; the latter is a measure of uncertainty (degree of belief, plausibility) (e.g. Lindley, 2000;
Jaynes, 2003).



Corrected, accounted for, thanks a lot for this input.

L356 Change "conceptual" to "synthetic".
Corrected
L360 Change "on the" to "for the".
Corrected
L362 This is an interesting speculation, but these are ensemble correlations between two areas in your
domain not real spatial correlations. Maybe the ensemble is similar in the eastern and western aspects
of the domain because a rain shadow effect (or something else) is not captured in your open-loop.
The potential  mismatch between ensemble correlations and real  spatial  correlations is  discussed in
L411 of the manuscript. We agree that as you mention, not accounting for the intra-massif variability of
meteorological conditions (in the sense that you mean, e.g. Western slopes should lie preferentially in
the windward side of the massif and receive more/less snow than those on the windward side). On L.
411, we added a mention to this:
Strong and almost uniform HS correlations (Fig. 4b) might be caused by the satial homogeneity of
precipitation perturnations and because we do not account for e.g. wind drift, intra-massif variability of
meteorological conditions and gravitational redistribution of snow (Wayand et al., 2018)....
L364 Change "such elevation" to "such elevations".
Corrected
L370 I would argue that the fSCA depletion is quite informative for any seasonal snowpack, it is not
necessarily maximally informative for intermittent snowpacks below the rain-snow line.
Thanks again for this remark. We believe that answer to L319 comment is appropriate here too.
L372 Change "well linked" to "closely linked".
Corrected
L375 Change "outstanding" to "unexpected" and (next line) "between these" to "for these two".
Corrected, the sentence was changed to:
This study unexpectedly suggests that reflectance information can be spread from southern slopes to
the northern ones,...

L379 Change the sentence "It is informative. . . " to "In our ensemble data assimilation framework,
however, it does seem to be informative.". On the next line I also recommend removing "in this case".
Corrected
L382 Change "enabling to correct" to "enabling a correction of".
Corrected, changed to: … parametrisations, thus correcting the ensemble...
L387 Sentinel-2 and the  Landsats  should  not  be put  in  the  same moderate  resolution  category  as
MODIS, VIIRS, and Sentinel-3.
Corrected, changed to: …the abundance of moderate to high resolution space-borne sensors (MODIS,
Sentinel2-3, VIIRS, Landsat…)…
 
L391 Change "usually" to "often" to qualify this statement.
Corrected, changed to : “generally” a bit stronger than “often”.

L394-395 In terms of the current status of remote sensing of snow using optical satellites, this sentence
seems too pessimistic.  Even though Warren (2013) states that retrieving BC content of snow from
satellites  is  unlikely  to  be  successful,  it  does  not  follow  that  reflectances  retrievals  from optical
satellites  are  currently  too  inaccurate  to  be  used  to  provide  accurate  information  on  snowpack
properties.For example Aalstad et al. (2020) (and many other references therein) show that fractional
snow-covered area (fSCA) can be estimated quite accurately from reflectances through a variety of
methods using optical satellite sensors that are currently in orbit. These fSCA retrievals can, in turn, be



used to constrain modeled estimates of other snowpack properties such as SWE through particle-based
DA methods (see e.g. Alonso-González et al., 2020, for a recent example).
Thanks for pointing out this sentence whose formulation was inappropriate. Our purpose was to talk
about surface properties (grain size, and light absorbing particle contents (LAP)). Thanks to a previous
comment (L34), it is now acknowledged that SCF is accurately retrieved. Regarding surface properties,
as you say,  Warren (2013) statement only stands for LAP, while for snow microphysical properties, the
required accuracy might be reached. And of course, for SCF, it is already the case, this point was added
in the introduction (see changes to comment on line 34).
In  the  near-infrared,  the  signal-to-noise  ratio  of  reflectances observations  might  be  sufficient  to
constrain the surface  microphysical properties (Durand et al., 2007; Mary et al., 2013), whereas the
required  accuracy  for  visible  reflectance  retrievals  to  remain  informative  on  the  snowpack light
absorbing particles content is high (Warren, 2013), and it is yet to prove whether either approach can
achieve this requirement.

Regarding the interest of SCF for data assimilation, we agree also on its added value, and that it needed
to be acknowledged in the discussion. A sentence was added at the beginning paragraph of Sec. 5.3 (L.
388)
Reflectance is an appealing variable for  snowpack modelling because of its sensitivity to  snowpack
surface  properties  (Dozier,  2009) and  the  abundance  of  moderate  to  high  resolution  space-borne
sensors  (MODIS,  Sentinel2-3,  VIIRS,  Landsat...)  providing  us  with  a  handful  of  observations  to
assimilate, contrary to HS. The potential for assimilation of SCF, which is retrieved from reflectances,
is  clear  (Margulis  et  al.,  2016,  Aalstad  et  al.,  2018,  Alonso-Gonzalez  et  al.,  2020).  This  study
demonstrates  the  potential  of  the  PF to  spread information and assimilate  raw  reflectances with a
positive impact (Sec.  5.2). Yet, assimilating real observations of reflectance is another challenge, for
two reasons.

L408 Change "informations" to "information".
Corrected
L410 How can a correlation pattern based on an ensemble be realistic? In Bayesian inference the
ensemble represents a probability distribution: a measure of uncertainty which is in the mind, not real.
Jaynes (2003) explains this well with what he calls a mind projection fallacy: confusing reality and
states of knowledge about reality.
We acknowledge this is a bad formulation, thank you for pointing this out. We mean: based on the
assumption that ensemble background correlations are a realistic representation of modeling errors. The
sentence was changed to:
The klocal algorithm could be more suited to this situation, because it is looking for local optima, based
on the assumption that background correlation are a realistic representation of modelling errors.

L414 Change "reliable model for that" to "reliable LAP model".
Corrected, changed to : ...no reliable model of such processes exists in complex terrain.

L418 Change "suffers from obvious" to "suffering from obvious" and "suffer for large" to "suffer from
large".
Corrected
L421 As before, in Bayesian probability theory how can an ensemble correlation be real?
See answer to L410: changed to:
In the future, improving the ability of ensemble correlations to represent modelling errors correlations
could make the spreading of information an even more challenging task with the klocal algorithm.

L424 Change "area" to "areas".



Corrected
L426 Change "into larger" to "for larger".
Corrected
L427 Change "take the best" to "outperform".
Corrected
L451 Change "in the way of a new" to just "in a new".
Corrected
L456 Change "spatialized" to "semi-distributed".
We  acknowledge  that  this  work  has  only  been  done  in  a  semi-distributed  geometry,  which  is  a
spatialized  setting.  We would  like  to  stick  with  the  use  of  “spatialized”  because  the  term “semi-
distributed” is quite obscure for the majority of the people, and it might confuse the audience especially
if they only read the abstract/conclusion. We consider that it is clearly stated everywhere else in the
paper that we work in a semi-distributed setting and that this will be clear for curious readers. Finally,
as we mentioned later on, nothing specific to the semi-distrubited geometry was developed here: CrocO
can be applied seamlessly on networks of in-situ stations and fully distributed frameworks.
Also mention somewhere in the conclusion that this is a synthetic experiment.
We completely agree that this should be mentioned. The sentence on L490 was changed to:
In the framework of synthetic experiments, we have shown in particular that:

L460 Capitalize the leading words in this enumeration.
Corrected
L469 Change "errors" to error".
Corrected
L470 Again, why would fSCA only be worth assimilating at lower elevations? The depletion of fSCA
might  provide  useful  information  anywhere  in  your  domain.  For  example,  Margulis  et  al.  (2016)
assimilated fSCA with a particle batch smoother (equivalent to your rlocal PF without resampling) to
produce  a  30  year  high  resolution  snow  reanalysis  for  the  Californian  Sierra  Nevada  with
unprecedented accuracy. This study and others like it surely indicate that fSCA is quite valuable also
for a PF even at higher elevations.
We agree that this statement was too pessimistic regarding the SCF. The sentence was changed to:
Snow cover  fraction  would  be  a  good companion  variable  to  jointly  assimilate  with  reflectances,
requiring the use of an appropriate observation operator.

L490 Change "softwares" to "software".
Corrected
L500 Change "enabling to" to "enabling us to".
Corrected, changed to: necessary to
Fig. 1 caption: Change "elevation bands altitudes" to "altitudes of the elevation bands". Also change
"40 ◦ degrees slopes" to "40 ◦ slopes" since the ◦ symbol is shorthand for degrees.
Corrected
Fig. 2: Why is the superscript of the fourth prior particle at t 1 3 and not 4? As suggested earlier for
L140, consider changing the use of hats in your math notation.
Corrected
Table 1: Change N eeff to N ef f . In the caption, change "setup of" to "Setup for" and change "snow
depth" to "height of snow" to be consistent with the rest of themanuscript. The same applies to the title
of subsection 4.2.1.
Corrected
Table 2: Change N eeff to N eff . In the caption, change "setup of" to "Setup for". Furthermore, change
"second" to "first"; this is the first reflectance experiment.
Corrected



Table 3: Same problems as with the other Tables.
Corrected
Fig. 3: In the caption, change RMSE to AE (or AEM).
Corrected, changed to AEM
Fig. 4: In the caption, change "the denote" to "denote the".
Corrected
Fig. 4: In the caption, change "on the whole" to "for the whole".
Corrected
Fig. 6: In the caption, consider changing "synthetic members" to "synthetic scenarios" (since these are
not ensemble members). Also, why is "Skill" capitalized?
Corrected accounted for, according to previous corrections.
Fig. 8&9: In the caption, consider changing "member" to "scenario" to avoid confusing the concept of
your truth scenarios and the ensemble.
Corrected
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